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This is the second progress report submitted under my current grant and covers progress
made since the submission of the first progress report in August 1993. During this period
I have continued to spend approximately one half of my time at SLAC and most of the
projects reported here were carried out in collaboration with individuals and groups at
SLAC. Except where otherwise noted, reference numbers in the text refer to the attached
list of current contract publications. Copies of the publications, numbered in agreement
with the publication list, are included with this report.
I.

ACCELERATOR

STRUCTURE DESIGN AND SIMULATION

The current status and history of the SLAC program for the design and simulation
of accelerating structures for future linear colliders is described in ref [1], a long paper
which was completed during the past year and is scheduled to appear in Particle
Accelerators. The central issue discussed in this paper is the suppression of transverse
wakefields. Two methods are discussed: (1) Waveguide damping of individual cells. Here
work which has been reported in a number of our previous progress reports and in the
final report of our previous contract is summarized and (2) detuning, i.e. varying the
frequencies of the higher-order modes (HOM's) so that the net wakefield induced by the
beam rapidly decoheres. This latter approach has been the basis of the design of the
cavities for the NLC test accelerator (NLCTA). These 1.8 meter cavities are disc loaded
structures consisting of 204 cells plus two couplers. The design principles, theory, and
predicted transverse wakefields are given in ref [ 1]. Very recently, measurements in the
ASSET experiment have confirmed the predicted wakefield suppression. Due mainly to
the discreteness but also the finite extent of the spectra of the detuned HOM's, at
distances of about 4 meters behind the generating bunch the wakefield begins to increase
again and becomes unacceptably large for s greater than 10 meters or so, thus limiting the
number of bunches which can be accelerated without excessive emittance growth. The
solution to this problem suggested in [1] is to reduce the effective mode spacing by
interleaving the detuned frequency spectrum of four successive 1.8 meter sections. This
procedure is shown to be very effective provided uncomfortably strict tolerances can be
maintained.
An alternative solution, which has been apparertt all along, would be to suppress
the long range wakefield by providing weak damping as a supplement to the detuning.
The issue has always been whether or not weak damping was any easier to supply than
strong damping. With the latter, of course, the demning becomes superfluous. The idea
that such damping might be provided by coupling all cavities to several identical and
symmetrically located waveguides (manifolds) which run parallel to the accelerator
structure and are terminated at each end by matched loads has, as mentioned in [ 1], been
under consideration for some time. We report here two critical new points which have
led to a breakthrough in our understanding of how such a scheme might work:
(1)
One can couple the accelerator cavities directly to the manifolds through large
coupling irises without significantly damping the accelerating mode (AM). That is, a
frequency discriminating assembly to protect the AM for each cavity, which is required
when the cavities are damped individually, is not needed (These have typically been
included in heavy damping schemes such as the circumferential slot damping discussed
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in [ 1] and also the Shintake choke mode cavity). The discrimination can be provided
instead via the mode structure of the manifolds and also via the mismatch of phase
velocity between the AM and whatever manifold modes propagate at the accelerator
frequency.
(2)
The HOM's excited by the particle beam are not traveling waves propagating at
the beam velocity but are, due to HOM detuning, broadly localized standing waves, each
of which has a broad spectrum of phase velocities [6]. These may therefore couple
reasonably well to the more numerous waveguide modes which propagate at the HOM
frequencies.
With reference to point (1) further consideration has led us to opt for
discrimination based upon waveguide cutoff considerations. The phase velocity
mismatch effect is very effective during steady state, but is less effective during pulse
build up and decay. While this may not be serious from the point of view of efficiency, it
could lead to a larger than necessary power deposition in the loads. As discussed in [6]
the manifolds have been designed so that they provide no damping for the accelerating
mode. All waveguide modes are cutoff at the accelerating mode frequency except the
lowest, and its symmetry is such that it is totally decoupled from the accelerating mode.
There is some reduction in shunt impedance of the accelerating mode associated with
coupling to the manifold, and a key current design problem is determining a proper
balance between this undesirable effect and the damping which can be obtained by tight
coupling.
Reference [6] is the draft of an extended version of a paper to be included in the
proceedings of LINAC94 (Tsukuba). (A paper on the same subject may also appear in
the Advanced Accelerator Concepts Conference Proceedings (Fontana, Wi), as a brief
presentation of this work was made there.) It provides a description of the theoretical
work which has so far been carried out to explore this approach in a more quantitative
way. While it has led us to conclude that the approach is very promising, there are critical
design considerations of the sort mentioned in the previous paragraph which urgently
need a stronger theoretical basis. Of particular importance is the inclusion of the full
spectrum of propagating manifold modes and the improved theory of cell-manifold
coupling which we are in the process of developing.
One undamped detuned 1.8 meter section for the NLCTA has been constructed
and a second is in process. Serious consideration involving mechanical design,
engineering, and scheduling is being given to including this damping scheme in the third
and fourth. The theoretical problem of understanding this damping scheme is sufficiently
complex to make a parallel experimental investigation very important. We note that in
contrast to the undamped detuned structure a great deal of information can be obtained
via cold testing. This is because the ends of the manifolds provide access to the modes
which are localized within the structure, and the transmission of RF through the cells
from one manifold to another can be measured. Furthermore, damping of the HOM's
generated by a drive beam can be observed via the RF emission from the manifolds as
well as by the deflection of a witness beam.
II.

THE PEP II ACCELERATING

CAVITIES

The accelerating cavities for PEP II are, due to the high average power
requirements and to the importance of HOM damping, one of the more challenging
elements of the PEP II project. During the last year we have participated in most of the
regular weekly meetings at SLAC devoted to their design and engineering. Two issues in
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which our contributions have been specific are referenced in [2] and [3] and discussed
briefly below.
(a)

The RF coupling design

Two methods of coupling the driving RF power into the accelerating cavity are
being considered: (1) loop coupling plus a co-ax to waveguide junction together with a
co-ax window, and (2) iris coupling with a quarter-wave waveguide transformer and a
circular waveguide window. Both designs are required to provide adjustable coupling to
accommodate future beam current upgrades, the former can do so via loop rotation, the
latter by making the transformer assembly interchangeable. Both also need to incorporate
a damping stub to damp a particular HOM which has a node near the apertures of the
main damping waveguides. Reference [2] discusses two aspects of this problem: (1)
calculation of coupling constants for the loop using MAFIA in combination with the
Kroll-Yu and Kroll-Lin methods and comparison with experiment, and (2) damping of
the above mentioned HOM using time domain MAFIA calculations starting with a
MAFIA/KL determined loading field (as discussed in section V of our previous progress
report).
(b)

Window design for the iris-transformer-waveguide

configuration [3]

Over the past two years the design of a self matched thin (i.e. short compared to
wavelength) circular window mounted in a short section of circular waveguide has been
developed. The window assembly is matched to rectangular waveguides (of different
dimensions) on either side of the assembly by placement within the circular section and
choice of window thickness. A large standing wave with electric field maximum within
the window is inherent to self matched window design. Because of the large average
power requirements of PEP II, this leads to a large heating load and a requirement for a
prestressed mechanical mounting to deal with the resultant thermal stress. A substantial
engineering effort is going into implementation of this approach, and it is not considered
to be risk free.
We (with Cho Ng) have shown that a traveling wave design can reduce the heat
deposition by more than a factor seven, which is sufficient to allow conventional
mounting in place of the above mentioned prestressed mounting. A systematic design
procedure based upon a set of MAFIA calculations (with some assistance from formulas
in Marcuvitz) has been developed, and a number of designs have been generated. To
simplify the window development program, our designs have been based upon the self
matched configuration, and the traveling wave behavior is achieved by providing a
reflecting iris on each side of the window. The currently favored configuration involves a
pair of thick double gap capacitors. Capacitative (in contrast to inductive) reflectors lead
to broader band performance and a more compact assembly. The double gap design
makes the heat deposition more uniform and closer to the walls and reduces longitudinal
fields at the window. The iris's are made thick to reduce the electric field in the gaps.
Further refinements in design will be made as the PEP II cavity program evolves. Two
talks at SLAC (outside the PEP II cavity meetings) have been given on this work, and a
PEP II working paper is planned.
III

MODE FILTERS

The 2.93" diameter power transport guide planned for the NLC RF system
propagates very many modes. The tapers and mode transducers which appear at the ends
of various sections are excellent reflectors for unwanted modes so that there is the
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opportunity for a forest of narrow resonances in them, which may degrade the
performance. Some mitigation of this problem may be obtained by the use of a mode
filter. We have been studying various radial gap configurations for some time. Because
quantitative experimental investigation of the effect of such gaps on unwanted modes is
difficult (due primarily to the absence of suitable known sources for the unwanted modes
and the expense of developing them), much of the investigation is being done via two
parallel theoretical efforts.
The first of these involves a new two dimensional time domain MAFIA module
which allows one to impose an outgoing wave boundary condition at a radial boundary as
well as ingoing and outgoing wave axial boundary conditions on all propagating modes
of a given azimuthal mode number m. A number of bugs were found in the application
of the module which were eventually resolved with the help of Tom Weiland who,
fortunately, has been recently in residence at SLAC.
The second involved the development of a novel mode matching program in
which slot radiation is simulated by superposing solutions with magnetic and electric
boundary conditions at the ends of the slots. An important simplification in its
implementation depended upon the extension of S matrix symmetry to the generalized S
matrix discussed in Appendix 1.
What is calculated in both methods is the S matrix for each m value, reduced in
the sense that its matrix elements refer only to the propagating modes in the circular
waveguide. The power which travels down the radial gaps (thus providing the filtering
effect) is seen by the reduced S matrix as an internal loss. Because we have been dealing
with many propagating modes, sometimes as many as five with the same m value (which
requires a 10 by 10 symmetric matrix for its description), the amount of data required for
a full description (and generated by these computations) is quite large. To reduce the
complexity of comparing the two methods and comparing different mode filter designs
we have defined a "loss figure" as the fractional total power lost to the gaps for a given
input mode and consider it to be a figure of merit. In these computations, the loss figure
is computed as the difference between the input power and sum of the powers carried by
all outgoing waves all divided by the input power. For very small loss figure the method
is very sensitive to errors in the determination of the individual S matrix elements and
loses accuracy. For many purposes, the fact that the loss figure is small is the only
information one needs. An alternative method for computing the loss factor would be to
compute the power out of the gaps from the fields at the outer gap boundaries. This
would be straight forward to implement in the mode matching method (MM) and could
also be accomplished by a post processor added to the MAFIA module, but neither of
these have been done.
Reference [4] contains more details of the methods and tables of loss factors for
all modes which propagate in 2.93" and 1.865" diameter circular waveguide at 11.424
GHz. The gap width studied is 0.25", and one, two, four, and eight gap configurations
are considered. Where both methods have been used, the agreement between them is
excellent, except for very small absorption cases where neither method is believed to be
accurate for reasons given in the previous paragraph. Generally speaking, substantial loss
factors are found for most incident modes, the exception being TE_mn modes for m
equals one and n greater than one (and to a lesser extent, higher m values as well).
It may be seen in ref [4] that the MM results given are more numerous than the
MAFIA ones. This reflects the fact that as presently implemented MM is the more
convenient for exploring a series of design options, and we have results for much larger
numbers of gaps than are reported in [4]. The simultaneous development of the two

methods played an essential role, however, in finding bugs and errors and achieving
reliability.
Since the completion of [4], we (with Roger Jones) have implemented another
approach to characterizing mode filter performance using MM. We consider a
configuration consisting of a single gap with a pair of reference planes equally spaced on
each side of the gap, and require that the fields on one reference plane be equal to the
fields on the other one when multiplied by a constant. The constant may be thought of as
an eigenvalue, the expansion of the field in waveguide modes as an eigenfunction, and
the over all approach as the eigenvalue method. The eigenvalues are found to occur in
reciprocal pairs, corresponding to attenuating waves propagating in opposite directions.
The method is obviously convenient for considering large numbers of equally spaced
gaps and for studying the effect of gap spacing.
Experience with earlier versions of mode filters have strongly indicated that the
problem of disposing of the power coupled through the slots requires attention. The
problem is complicated by the need to have a bakeable vacuum system and the need to
control costs. Sami Tantawi has suggested the use of high loss magnetic steel for the gap
walls. By using narrow gaps it may be possible to adequately attenuate the gap wave in a
reasonable distance. With this in mind we have begun to apply the eigenvalue method to
a system of many closely spaced narrow gaps.
In conclusion we should note that it has not been established that the use of mode
filters will improve the efficiency of power transmission, but it is our view that this
question can be addressed most effectively by studying the effect of mode filters whose
electrical properties are known.
IV

THE PERSISTENT

WAKEFIELD

AND RELATED

PROBLEMS

This section refers to work carried out with Xin-Tian (Eddie) Lin and represents
work which is providing the basis for his PhD dissertation. He has recently presented a
report on the progress made in the past year to his UCSD research progress committee,
and we are including this report as an appendix to the main text. We present a brief
account of the main points here.
The persistent wakefield refers to that part of the wakefield which falls off as an
inverse power of the time rather than exponentially. It is persistent in the sense that in a
system without conductivity losses it eventually dominates any exponentially decaying
wakefield. It has been discussed extensively in our previous reports. There are three new
items.
(1)
The waveguide cross cavity (see appendix) previously discussed with MAFIA
time domain calculations has been reanalysed using a mode matching method. The
method is novel in the sense that it succeeds in applying the technique to orthogonal
boundaries rather than the usual parallel boundaries. The agreement with the earlier
MAFIA work is good and MM is believed to give the more reliable result. The accuracy
of the MAFIA method is limited by the need to numerically separate many overlapping
effects. While the method has been applied only to the simplest case it is extendable by
the well developed S matrix cascading methods to more realistic cavity shapes and
coupling irises. The orthogonal boundary MM has many other applications and as an
illustration it has been used to calculate the S matrix of H plane and E plane ninety degree
junctions in rectangular waveguide. Excellent agreement is found with the Waveguide
Handbook results. The method could provide an alternate approach to the mode filter
problem discussed in the previous section.

(2)
An equivalent circuit approach to the study of enhancement of the persistent wake
by the approach of the frequency of a damped resonance to the cutoff frequency. It is
found that reducing the Q of the resonance enhances the persistent wake, so that at a fixed
distance from a source bunch mid fixed damped mode frequency there is an optimum Q
which minimizes the wakefield. Overdamping increases the wakefield. The generality of
the relation is under investigation.
(3)
An analytic theory of multibunch transverse instability. The essential
contributions of Marshall Rosenbluth, who became interested in the problem as a member
of the research progress committee, are gratefully acknowledged. The method takes
account of the cumulative field from all previous bunches and shows that for any decay
rate greater than 1/t there is always a particular bunch of a sufficiently long bunch train
which experiences maximum deflection. The addition of bunches beyond that bunch
does not increase the emittance growth. In connection with this general subject of
emittance growth, we take this occasion to acknowledge a bug in the program used to
estimate the growth reported in our previous progress report leading to a significant
overestimate of the effect (see footnote 36 of [ 1]).
V

PHOTONIC BAND GAP CAVITIES

The work of the past year has been devoted to the study of metallic Photonic Band
Gap (PBG) cavities and the results obtained are reported in ref [5]. The primary reason
for this has been the fact that it is less expensive and less difficult to carry out an
experimental program with such metal structures. Many issues, such as input, output, and
inter-cavity coupling can be explored more easily with them, and the results should be
directly applicable to the dielectric case. It is still our opinion that our long term interest
should be in the dielectric case.
The computational methods which were used for our dielectric studies are not
suitable for the metal PBG case, and we have replaced them with the finite difference
methods which are traditionally used for analysing microwave cavities. There is one
important respect in which the metallic case is simpler than the dielectric case, namely
that it can be treated as a cylindrical structure with homogeneous cross section. Thus the
spectrum obtained for the infinite length case of either polarization can be treated as the
cutoff frequency spectrum for the TE and TM modes of a metallic waveguide, and the
finite length case can be treated as a finite length waveguide cavity. In contrast with the
dielectric case there is no TE-TM hybridization. There is also an infinitely degenerate set
of TEM modes which have zero cutoff frequency and hence propagate at velocity c in the
axial direction. Modes of this type do not couple to an axial beam and will not be
considered further. Apart from the TEM modes there is a large band gap at low
frequencies which is the analog of the low frequency region of non propagation in metal
waveguides.
As usual, a defect state is introduced by removing one metal cylinder. A
monopole TM state is found, and a plot of the field distribution shows an energy density
decay of 30 dB per lattice gap. This is much higher than that observed in the dielectric
case and could be a potential advantage. The mode has also been observed in an
experimental cavity built to our specifications by our SBIR partner AccSys. The test unit
consisted of a 5x5 lattice of copper tubes brazed into copper plates separated by 0.8" gap
with other dimensions given in [5]. The defect mode was observed at 3.3 GHz. This
corresponds to a TM_I 10 mode in typical waveguide cavity notation. Its TM_I 11
counterpart exists within the frequency range covered and was also observed.

One of the issues which has been of concern to us has been the possibility of
resonances within a region of band gap propagation. These are analogous to the
waveguide damped resonances familiar for waveguide damped accelerator cavities of the
sort discussed in [ 1]. These have been observed for the AccSys structure. Their observed
Q is in the 100-200 range in contrast to the 4000 observed for the trapped monopole state.
A possible mitigating feature of the band gap structure is the likelihood that the Q of such
modes depends upon their precise location within the propagation band. The possibility
of shifting such modes into a region of better propagation by manipulating the geometry
of the defect section is discussed in [5].
Plans for the future include adapting the structure for coupling in high power and
carrying out experiments using power sources and shielding available at an appropriate
test facility.
VI

OTHER PROJECTS

I continue to attend the weekly meetings on pulse compression and power
transport. The mode filter work reported in section III is of course related to that activity.
SLED II is now operating with the circular waveguide 3 dB coupler replaced by a
rectangular magic T with four flower petal mode transducers. It has been used to power
accelerator test sections, both NLCTA related structures and a CERN structure.
I have interacted with R. Palmer, David Yu, and Shahar ben Menahim on the
Cluster Klystron SBIR proposal and in particular on the design of power combiners,
couplers, and mode transducers. Currently I have been advising Shahar on the design of
the coax-waveguide junction for the klystron output including the choke assembly
intended to block the propagating TE_I 1 mode in the coax section. This mode is
generated by the junction, and it is desirable to prevent its propagating back to the
klystron and distorting the cavity field.
My graduate student Xin-Tian (Eddie) Lin has been participating in a number of
projects at SLAC with the object of broadening his experience and contributing to the
effort. Thus he has worked with Dennis Palmer and Roger Miller on the RF gun, with K.
Ko, C. Ng, and S. Heifetz on impedence calculations for various components of the B
factory rings, and with F. Bulos and G. Stupakov on the beam induced heating of a thin
metal coating on a ceramic vacuum chamber.
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Abstract

Our previous work has demonstrated
that the persistent wake field decays as t-3/2
in waveguide damped cavity. We have also discussed its effect on Beam Break-Up
instability.
This report will focus on our recent work in four aspects:
• We have implemented a new mode matching method to calculate the persistent wake of the crossed waveguide junction configuration.
It involves mode
matching on two surfaces perpendicular to each other.
• We have also derived the conditions satisfied by a general S-matrix
non-propagating modes from complex Poynting's theorem.

involving

• Using a circuit model, we have shown the interesting effect of iris on damped
wake field and persistent wake field, and the minimum wake field achievable by
waveguide damped cavity.
• Based on the solution of the transverse coupled beam equations[l],
explained the effect of wake field decreasing on BBU.

2

Mode

we have

Matching

Mode matching is a semi-analytical way to solve electromagnetic field in a structure.
It involves expanding the field in two or more uniform regions in their respective
eigenmodes and match them on the_common surfaces. An illustrative example is a
waveguide step, where waveguide changes its cross section at a certain place called
interface. Fields are expanded on the left and right of the interface in their respective
eigenmodes. Fields continuities force two infinite sets of equations involving unknown

